AGENDA
Undergrounding Project Advisory Committee (UPAC)
City of Del Mar Town Hall
1050 Camino Del Mar, Del Mar, California
Thursday, July 11, 2019, 7:30 A.M.
City Council Liaisons: David Druker and Terry Gaasterland
Civility Works - The Del Mar Code of Civil Discourse:
Together we will promote inclusion; listen to understand; show respect;
be clear and fair; and focus on the issue.
PUBLIC COMMENT: Anyone may address the UPAC for three minutes on any Committee Action Item. If there
are several speakers on an item, your time available to speak may be limited to two minutes. When the Committee
Chairperson recognizes you, please step forward and state your name and address of residence clearly for the
record. The committee may ask questions of you, to which you may respond. For items not on the agenda,
please indicate you would like to speak during oral communications.

1. Call to Order & Roll Call
2. Announcements
3. Approval of Minutes for May 09, 2019
4. Oral Communications (Non-Action Item)

Note: State law precludes the Committee from acting on any topic that is not an action item on the
posted agenda. Your information may be received, placed on the next agenda, or referred to the
Committee Chairperson.
5. Peer Review, Cost Estimate Comparison

A. Subcommittee Update
B. City Staff Update
C. Discussion
6. Role of SDG&E
A. City Staff Update
B. Discussion
7. Scheduling, Blocks, Pilot Projects

A. Subcommittee Update
B. City Staff Update
C. Discussion
8. Communication subcommittee updates
9. Finance subcommittee updates
10. City Staff Updates
11. General Business

A.

Selection of Chair

12. Next meeting: 08/08/2019
13. Adjourn

Attachments: Prior Meeting Minutes, UPAC Roster,
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Undergrounding Project Advisory Committee
DRAFT MEETING MINUTES – May 9, 2019
1.

Call to order - Councilmember Dave Druker called the meeting to order at 7:30 am.

2.

Roll Call – Dan Quirk , Jim Benedict, Mukesh Shah, Dave Syko, Jay Thomas, Jim Hindman, Tom Blakely, Dave Druker, Terry
Gaasterland, Mohsen Maali, and Kristen Crane. Lee & Ro not in attendance.

3.

Announcements – Dan Quirk announced that he will be stepping down as chairman of the committee. Election for a new chair will
be at the next meeting.

4.

Approval of minutes – April meeting - Motion by Dan, Second by Dave. unanimous approval

5.

Oral Correspondence - two speakers presented their thoughts. Jim B. asked if the 3 minute rule is in effect for our committee
meeting - it is, apparently at the discretion of the chair.

6.

Status report by staff – Kristen reported that DM staff has meet with SDG&E staff to work through the process of the UP program.
She mentioned that it is hard to get clarity and who do we deal with. There will be another meeting with SDG&E to continue to work
forward with the process. Dave D. asked that we get a full report by the next UP meeting. Mukesh suggested that an UP committee
member be invited to attend these meetings. Jim B. supported this thought.

7.

Peer Review – Jay Thomas/Jim H made a report on the Peer Review process. This committee has had two meetings and is working
on developing a list of assumptions to have ‘apples and oranges’ data. They are using the data from Lee & Ro as the benchmark
and also the data from US. They are also separating out Via de la Valle, the fairgrounds, and Jimmy Durante. Lee & Ro stated that
we need a PMO. They are writing up a spec for this position. They are also evaluating if we, if fact, need to hire a Peer evaluator,
or not. They will be making a report at the next full meeting of UP regarding a timeline, decision on the need of a Peer evaluator,
and the criteria for evaluation.

8.

Projects in Cal Fire Zone - Tom B. made the report regarding the designated fire zone in our city. Two very preliminary Project
Blocks were presented – Layout X1A and Layout X2A. These incorporated undergrounding up on Crest Rd as well as the canyon.
Tom and Terry G. had met with our fire chief that gave some very good data on the fire zones. Tom noted that prioritizing X2A is a
cost of over $12 million and too expensive. It was also noted that SDG&E has the ability to “power down” the utilities in the case of
a fire or tragedy. A more defined report from the Subcommittee meeting has been papered by staff and incorporated here as
Attachment A.

9.

Subcommittee reports - No reports.

10. New Business - Jay suggested that we do a UP committee status review. For example he suggested that we consider having a
member with construction expertise.
11. Next Meeting - June 13th, 2019. It was noted that Terry G, and Jim B will not be attending. Meeting adjourned.
Attachment A Scheduling Subcommittee Discussion Summary
The Scheduling Subcommittee further discussed the fire hazard area topic associated with undergrounding prioritization and reached
consensus on the following topics:
A.

Within the CAL FIRE High Hazard Map Area
1.

Based on feedback from the Fire Chief about the fire hazard and how fires are ignited, spread, affected by topography, weather
condition, and fuel availability, it is recommended to partition the entire CAL FIRE map into 3 areas.
a)

Top priority area (i.e., most susceptible to ignite based on fuel, topography, and exposure to high wind conditions) where
utility poles could be an exacerbating factor is the region within the canyon area off San Dieguito Drive/Oribia and along the
upper Crest Road rim, currently labeled as Area X1A.
Staff Note: Area X1A could be a good baseline for the rest of the projects within CAL FIRE High Hazard Map. However, it
may not be considered as such for the rest of the City due to the very different nature of the work in and near canyons.

b)
2.
B.

Partition the remaining area within the CAL FIRE High Hazard Map into two additional areas that may be prioritized based
on Customer Density if needed.

Direction will be given to the Consultant to provide layout maps and cost estimates for this approach.
Citywide (outside CAL FIRE High Hazard Area)
1.

Re-number the citywide priority ranking (no changes to the prioritization).

Continue with the area west of CDM between 4th and 11th Streets (currently labeled as 1A) as the “pilot project.”

DRAFT
UPAC Updated Cost and Scheduling Recommendations
07/11/19
Background:
1. The committee and staff selected a consultant to survey the City and to provide a
cost estimate and implementation plan. This report was done by Lee & Ro, Inc.
and was submitted in January 2019 using an “applicant design” approach.
2. Utility Specialist who provided the original cost estimate for Measure Q provided a
second estimate in March 2019 that had different assumptions and recommended
that SDG&E complete the design aspects of the project verses “applicant design.”
3. In May 2019, City staff in discussion with SDG&E were informed that the bulk of
undergrounding project would have to be covered under section 20B to receive
any SDG&E credit and that SDG&E would be required to do the design of the
undergrounding and not utilize “applicant design.”
4. Based on these multiple inputs and substantial efforts by the Project Team (I.e.,
UPAC, Staff, and Consultant), UPAC believes the most probable cost to
underground utilities in the right-of-way areas of the City of Del Mar would range
between $32 and $42 million in 2019 dollars. This cost estimate excludes private
laterals and 20A related work. The key variances in the range has to do with the
cost of undergrounding other utilities, project management related costs, inflation,
and amount of acceptable contingency.
Recommendations
1. City’s Commitment - City Council needs to confirm its commitment to underground
the utility overhead lines citywide and approve using funding from Measure Q. With
this commitment SDG&E is willing to procced with design at no initial cost (i.e.,
deposit). The undergrounding project will be done in phases in coordination with
SDG&E.
2. Project Boundaries - Based on feedback from the Fire Chief about the fire hazard
and how fires are ignited, spread, affected by topography, weather condition, and
fuel availability, it is recommended to partition the entire City into two major regions
which are subject to minor adjustments by SDG&E due to operational and circuitry
requirements:
A. Fire Critical Region – This is the area most susceptible to ignite and
spread to other areas based on fuel, topography, and exposure to high
wind conditions) where utility poles could be an exacerbating factor is
the region within the canyon area off San Dieguito Drive/Oribia and
along the upper Crest Road rim, currently labeled as Area X1A.
B. Non-Fire Critical Region – This is the remainder of the City where fire
started in (A) above could spread to via embers that could be in any
direction. Use the current partitioning i.e., blocks as approved by
SDG&E for this region.
3. Project Priorities - Prioritize Non-Fire Critical Region solely based on Customer
Density as defined previously and start with the area west of CDM currently labeled
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as 1A as the “pilot project” along with Area X1A simultaneously. Area X1A cost
will not be representative of the normal cost to underground, the additional area
should then provide the City with more accuracy which can then be used to finalize
an overall cost estimate.
4. Project Management - To help facilitate this next phase of the project the
committee recommends the issuance of an RFP for a qualified project consultant
by the City.
This RFP would cover the project management aspect of
implementing undergrounding. The consultant would have experience working
with SDG&E and the City on undergrounding related work and would be tasked to
deliver this project in the cost-efficient manner working with the constituent parties.
With the approval and commitment by the City, SDG&E will complete the design of the
selected areas. Once the design is complete, SDG&E will provide a not-to-exceed cost
estimate to complete the undergrounding for the selected areas. The City will have the
option to assess different construction alternatives to complete this work e.g., using a
turn-key contract with SDG&E or a contract with SDG&E and a trenching contractor if this
is more cost efficient.
Upon completion of the initial design efforts, the Project Team would provide an updated
implementation plan, a cost estimate based on actual cost, funding alternatives, and
completion schedule.
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